Unlock business data
as APIs for digital
transformation
Build a clear and robust API
strategy that optimizes cost
and improves access without
compromising security and
business control.
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Today, application programming interfaces
(APIs) are becoming the digital reflection of
an organization.
Embracing the API Economy is a mandate for digital adoption. If you care about
rapid customer acquisition, reducing customer churn, seizing new business growth
opportunities, and improving business performance, this paper is what you need.
It also explores the API experience and provides guidance on managing APIs as
products and services.
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Role of API Economy
Commercial exchange of business functions, capabilities, or
competencies as services using web APIs opens up new
opportunities.

Here is why companies should
embrace APIs :
Drive innovation by capitalizing
on the composition of different APIs.

By some estimates, one million APIs will
be in use before the end of the decade, up
from about 20,000 at the end of 2015.
-Evolution of the API Economy (IBV Study)

Check out the study here

Best practices
Next steps

Customer acquisition through API
ecosystems.
Enable open platforms for partners and
third-party developers.

Improve the time-to-value and
time-to-market for new products.

Improve integration with web APIs.
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Open up more possibilities with the
API-centric “as-a-service” delivery model.
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Industry Speciﬁc Examples
In ﬁnancial services and banking, several banks are using
various APIs and services. Examples include APIs for ATM
and branch ofﬁce locators, foreign exchange rates for travel
apps, deposit and lending rates, loan eligibility calculators,
bill presentment services, and, of course, access to account
data and payments.

Learn how banks are
providing a better digital
experience for their clients
with mobile banking and
mobile payments.
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We wanted to create new, highly capable
and secure APIs and, in the process, create
new distribution channels. We knew we
had to join the digital economy or we
would be left behind.
-Sewis Van Wyk, Enterprise Architecture
Executive at Nedbank

In retail a good case for API integration lies with product and
physical store-front discovery. It is the key to ensure
consistent shopping experiences across multiple retail
channels. Vendor management in retail and consumer
products offers a yet more stronger case.
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YES BANK Limited of India
uses APIs in their mobile
banking suite to reach new
customers and open new
markets.
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Challenges
The most common challenges occurring in the API economy as
well as while implementing your API initiatives are:

Security at scale
While APIs can provide easy access to innovation partners, without a
dequate precautions they can expose their digital enterprise assets
to intruders.

Multicloud security
Scoring workloads and protecting data in a consistent fashion
across private clouds and diverse public cloud providers have
challenges.

Overexposure
The information exposure via APIs have signiﬁcant ramiﬁcations
on security and privacy. The unintended uses by third parties
creates competitive threats.

API maintenance and versioning
When multiple groups within an organization create an API,
tracking usage and maintaining consistency becomes difﬁcult.

Ease of use
This widespread utilization and adoption of an API provides
challenge in keeping the developers interested in coding the
applications.

Lack of skills and roles
Many companies beginning their API journey lack the skills
and the development of roles that use these skills.

Lack of analytics
The absence of feedback mechanisms to capture customer
usage or investment makes the allocation of costs associated
with API development and operation difﬁcult.

Technical constraints
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Once adopted, an API can place signiﬁcant strain on the existing
technology platform, which must be able to support a high volume of
calls.

Talk to an expert
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Capabilities required to
be successful
Automated, visual and coding options
for creating APIs

Access control over APIs, API Plans
and API Products
Another key function for security is managing the access to APIs
at various levels of granularity involving users and user groups
in a consumer or provider role.

Advanced API usage analytics

A set of tooling to rapidly design, model, develop, test, and deploy
APIs in an automated continuous delivery model.

Polyglot runtime support for
creating micorservices
Polyglot runtime support enables innovation and agility within
different programming models required by different use case
scenarios. Support for Node.js and Java runtimes, among others,
is essential.

Enables PaaS level SLA
PSLA in API Management is backed by platform characteristics,
such as performance, scalability, load balancing, and failover.

Lifecycle and governance for APIs,
Products and Plans

Monitoring and analyzing API usage metrics from different user
perspectives and roles provides feedback loop to the API owners
and developers.

api

Customizable, self-service Developer
Portal for publishing APIs

Publishing and socializing APIs through a user-friendly portal is
crucial in promoting the access to your core business and to the
market reach of your brand.

Policy enforcement, security and
control
A high performing and scalable API security gateway is imperative to
protect access to your back-end systems.

Productizing the APIs, packaging and cataloging them, and tracking
their lifecycle will help the effective management and control of APIs
as they are deployed.
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Talk to an expert
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Best Practices
Organizations striving for a successful API
experience for their consumers:

Industry use cases

Focus on the API brand and understand how API-related
performance promotes or inhibits overall corporate
perception in the marketplace.

Challenges

Use design-thinking principles to craft the API experience.

Capabilities
Best practices

Create your API community and grow champions with
superior experiences.

For companies looking to quickly ramp up
their API management capabilities:
Apply API standards to act quickly and reduce complexity.

Next steps

Articulate and measure API beneﬁts.
Build an API coalition within the organization.
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By giving our agents real-time insights into
each customer’s needs, we’re creating the
basis for a more satisfying customer
experience.
-Tetsuhiko Saito, Chief Marketing
Ofﬁcer, Mizuho Bank Ltd.

Check out the case study here
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Steps to get started
While the API economy allows organizations to reimagine
their business processes, create unique customer experiences
and develop new products and services, many are yet to start
their API journeys. As companies consider their roles in the
API economy, here are 3 steps to started:
IBM IBV Studies on API Economy The ﬁrst report,
“Evolution of the API economy,” examines the forces driving
API usage, the potential business models, and monetization
strategies APIs can help create. The second report,
“Innovation in the API economy,” explores the API
experience, the use of APIs as a new, dynamic form of
product offering and underlying API capabilities.
TEI Forrester Study: Evaluate the potential ﬁnancial impact
of IBM API Connect on developing new opportunities.

Talk to an expert

